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Abstract 

Background: Inflammation is the body's physiological response to an injury. Injury that affected the body can be a 
chemical agent, physical, or biological agent. Nowadays the inflammatory condition treated by eliminating the main 
etiological factor then prescribing anti-inflammatory drugs such as NSAIDs, but according the data in 2021 shown that 
78,8% patients has gastritis side effect. Pomegranate peel extract (PPE) has good anti-inflammatory ability because it 
containing the highest concentration of flavonoid.  

Objectives: To predict the molecular inhibition of major active compounds (epigallocatachin gallate, ferulic acid, 
chlorogenic acid, gallic acid, caffeic acid, cianidanol, epicatechin, and punicalagin) in PPE against cyclooxygenase 
enzyme (COX-1 & COX-2) using in silico study.  

Method: Preparation of the active compounds of PPE, prediction of their activity, ADMET predicting test, 
physicochemical test, and molecular docking simulation.  

Results and discussions: In silico test showed that all common active compound of PPE that have potential as anti-
inflammatory drugs. All of MAC PPE had value of Pa > 0.5. ADMET prediction showed that all common active compounds 
can distribute systemically because had score of log mucosal permeability < 2.5. All of common active compound in PPE 
had negative prediction not to toxic or triggering dermatitis contact against oral mucosa through ADMET prediction. 
The result of molecular docking of chlorogenic acid and punicalagin against protein of COX-2 showed ∆Gbind value more 
than mefenamic acid and arachidonic acid against COX-1 and COX-2 in range of -3,0 to -9,1 kcal/mol which the most 
effective as an anti-inflammatory is punicalagin (-4,0 & -9,1 kcal/mol).  

Conclusion: PPE had potential as anti-inflammatory drugs through COX-1 & COX-2 inhibition with the best anti-
inflammation ability is ferrulic acid and punicalagin.  

Keywords: Pomegranate peel extract; Anti-inflammation; Molecular docking; Cyclooxygenase enzyme; Drug 
discovery 

1. Introduction

Inflammation is the body's physiological response to an injury that would be considered a foreign body [1,2]. 
Inflammatory conditions are also often found in the oral cavity with 5 cardinal signs which include calor, tumor, dolor, 
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rubor, and functio laesa [3]. The inflammatory process that occurs is mediated by strong inflammatory mediators such 
as prostaglandin E2 (PGE2) as a product of arachidonic acid (AA) bioconversion by the COX-2 enzyme [4–6]. 
Uncontrolled production of PGE2 will continuously encode the recruitment of immunocompetent cells which causes an 
increase in destructive responses to tissues, causing the inflammatory process to become chronic. Reviewing the activity 
of PGE2 which plays an important role in the inflammatory process, the therapy that is often given is anti-inflammatory 
drugs that inhibit COX-2 in converting AA to PGE2 such as Non-Steroid Anti-Inflammatory Drugs (NSAIDs) [7–9]. 

Nevertheless, NSAIDs can have gastritis side effects in patients. Reporting from research conducted in 2021 showed 
that the prevalence of gastritis patients due to side effects of consuming NSAIDs was 78.8%. This incident occurs 
because the active compounds of NSAIDs that are consumed orally (tablets, pills, and capsules) will inhibit the COX-2 
enzymes in the stomach. Decreased production of PGE2 in the stomach can eliminate the function of PGE2 as a 
gastroprotective, causing stomach irritation (gastritis). In addition, drug delivery using oral preparations can reduce 
the bioavailability of a drug thereby reducing the load absorbed by the body [10]. COX-2 is an enzyme responsible for 
the biosynthesis of prostaglandins, which play a key role in promoting inflammation [11]. COX-2 is a membrane-bound 
enzyme that is located in the endoplasmic reticulum. Inhibitors of COX-2 are used as anti-inflammatory drugs to reduce 
inflammation and pain. The success of COX-2 inhibitors is attributed to their ability to reduce inflammation without 
affecting the production of natural mucus lining that protects the inner stomach. Using in silico study, researcher could 
predict the compound wich have lower binding affinity (high binding ability) to gain a binding complex with COX-2 
active site [12–14]. 

Indonesia is megabiodiversity country that has a very broad agricultural sector with an area of agricultural land 
reaching 10.45 million hectares per year by 2022 with the main agricultural commodities being biopharmaceutical 
plants. One of the biopharmaceutical plants that thrives in Indonesia is the pomegranate (Punnica granatum L.). 
Pomegranate (Punnica granatum L.) is a fruit plant that can grow up to 5-8 m. This plant is thought to have originated 
in Iran, but has long been bred in the mediterranean region. This plant is also found in South China and Southeast Asia. 
Pomegranate is one of the most abundant fruits in Southeast Asia, including Indonesia. Pomegranate has been widely 
used as herbal medicine to prevent various diseases since the days of ayurvedic medicine. Pomegranate contains several 
compounds that have the potential to be used as natural products in the field of dentistry. The main compounds 
contained in pomegranate peel include tannin acid, catechin, and gallocatechin. Pomegranate contains ellagic acid, 
ellagitannins, gallic acid, and punicalagin. The tannins contained in pomegranate consist of 3 compounds, namely 
ellagitannins, gallotannins, hydroxy benzoic acid, and hydroxy cinnamic acid. The first compound is ellagitanin. 
Ellagitanin is responsible for the antioxidant activity of the pomegranate. The main ellagitannin compound in 
pomegranate fruit is punicalagin. Pomegranate is rich in polyphenols, such as tannins, flavonoids, gallic acid, ellagic acid 
and punicalagin. A kind strong antioxidant which is about 92% of total antioxidant activity of pomegranate. Ellagic acid 
found in pomegranate seeds while punicalagin was only found in the outer peel, and is thought to have twice the 
antioxidant ability of red wine and green tea [15–18].  

Polyphenols have a role as antioxidants that can fight free radicals dangerous free. The polyphenol content higher can 
be found on fruit skins such as pomegranate, grape, and apples. Pomegranate polyphenols have an important role in 
preventing the development of free radicals in the body as well as repairing damaged body cells, as well as being able 
to provide protection against disease. The edible part of the pomegranate (about 50% of the total fruit weight) consists 
of 80% juice and 20% seeds. Based on the results of research conducted by Tyagi (2012) on making juice by mixing the 
seeds and skin together, it has been proven that the skin contains a lot of polyphenolic compounds which have high 
potential for value addition as a potential resource of phenolics, proanthocyanidins, and flavonoids which are referred 
to as antioxidants. This study aims to determine the polyphenolic compounds from pomegranate fruit and seed extracts. 

Reviewing the problems arising from the use of anti-inflammatory drugs NSAIDs orally and considering the potential of 
the pomegranate herbal plant which thrives in Indonesia. This study aim is to analyzing the potential of pomegranate 
peel extract as an anti-inflammatory. Researches found the gap that previous study still questionable about spesific 
inhibition of active compound in pomegranate peel against cyclooxygenase enzyme. Looking from that gap, the 
researcher conducting this research which is focusing on discovering the inhibition mechanism of pomegranate peel 
extract against cyclooxygenase both COX-1 and COX-2 that play key rols in inflammatory conditions [19–21]. This 
research is expected to be able to provide specific predictions regarding the inhibition ability of the pomegranate peel 
extract (PPE) against COX-1 and COX-2.. 
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2. Material and methods 

2.1. Material 

2.1.1. Pomegranate peel extract compound 

This study used the active compound of PPE which was downloaded and prepared in 2 dimensions from the PubChem 
website (https://pubchem.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/). The active compounds used in the PPE are flavonoid compounds with 
the highest levels including epigallocatachin gallate (CID 65064), ferulic acid (CID 445858), chlorogenic acid (CID 
1794427), gallic acid (CID 370), caffeic acid (CID 689043), cianidanol (CID 9064), epicatechin (CID 72276), and 
punicalagin (CID 44584733). As a comparison, the researchers used 2 comparator compounds, namely the active 
compounds of COX non-selective inhibitor anti-inflammatory drugs, namely mefenamic acid (CID 4044) and arachidonic 
acid (CID 444899) as native ligands of COX enzyme. The target of this study is active conformation of protein COX-1 
(PDB ID 6Y3C) and COX-2 (PDB ID 5IKR) which was downloaded and prepared for its 3-dimensional structure from the 
RCSB Protein Data Bank web page (https://www.rcsb.org/). Selection of COX-1 and COX-2 is based on enzyme sources 
isolated from humans, has a resolution of more than 2Å, and has the most favorable region value of 90% in the 
Ramachandran range which is effective for protein docking targets [21,22]. 

2.1.2. Research tools 

This research uses a bioinformatics approach (in silico) so that it utilizes database pages and supporting applications 
that run the Python program. Each stage of the in silico test method uses different database pages and applications, 
including the Biovia and PyMol applications for preparation of test materials and visualization of docking results, the 
Way2Drug page (http://www.way2drug.com/PASSOnline) for predicting PASS, page Lipinski Rule of Five 
(http://www.scfbio-iitd.res.in/) for physicochemical tests, pkCSM website (https://biosig.lab.uq.edu.au) for predicting 
ADME and toxicity, Uniprot website ( https://www.uniprot.org/) to identify active research target sites, as well as PyRx 
applications for molecular docking tests [21,23]. 

2.2. Methods 

2.2.1. Preparation of ligand molecular structure and protein structure 

The preparation of the test material begins with downloading the test compound and targets through the PubChem and 
RCSB PDB databases. Once downloaded, the test and target compounds are named according to the compound name 
because when downloaded they are in the form of CID numbers. After that, determine the active site of COX-1 (PDB ID 
6Y3C) and COX-2 (PDB ID 5IKR) which plays an important role in cyclooxygenase activity via the Uniprot site. After 
entering the PDB ID code, the peptide chain sequence is obtained which must be isolated before docking. Next, prepare 
the target protein using the Biovia application to remove water molecules and native ligands which are also downloaded 
from the database. After preparation, isolation of the peptide chain which became the active site of COX-1 at 384th 
peptide chain and COX-2 at 371st peptide chain, was carried out using the PyMol application [24]. 

2.2.2. Prediction of activity spectra for substances test 

Prediction of activity spectra for subtances or PASS prediction is carried out by entering the canonical SMILES or SMILES 
sequences of GA, EA, and Cat test compounds obtained from the PubChem website into the Way2Drug website to predict 
their bioactivity. After that, the Probable to Active (Pa) and Probable to Inactive (Pi) values will be obtained. Of the many 
bioactivity Pa and Pi values displayed, the Pa and Pi values used as a guide in determining anti-inflammatory 
opportunities are the Pa and Pi values of anti-inflammatory parameters. A test compound is said to be active for an 
activity if it has a Pi value <0.3 and Pa variations are categorized into 3 groups. A compound is categorized as having a 
high chance of bioactivity if it has a Pa value >0.7. If the Pa value of a compound is 0.3<Pa<0.7 it means that the 
compound is still in the active group having a certain bioactivity. However, if a compound has a Pa value <0.3 then the 
compound is predicted to have a very low chance of being active in a bioactivity [25,26]. 

2.2.3. Physicochemical test 

Physicochemical tests were carried out by uploading the 2-dimensional conformations of the test compounds od PPE 
to the Lipinski Rule of Five page to determine their drug-likeness characteristics. The Lipinski test results contain 5 
parameters including molecular mass, Log P, donor hydrogen bonds, acceptor hydrogen bonds, and molar refractivity. 
A compound is categorized as a drug-like compound if it fulfills 2 of the 5 Lipinski parameters such as molecular mass 
<500 dalton (Da), Log P <5, donor hydrogen bonds <5, acceptor hydrogen bonds <10, and molar refractivity in the range 
of 40-130 [27–29]. 
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2.2.4. ADME prediction test 

ADME or pharmacokinetic prediction is done with the help of the PkCSM website. This prediction is the same as the 
PASS prediction which utilizes the SMILES sequence or the canonical SMILES as a marker for the compound to be 
predicted. After the SMILES sequence is inputted into the column, the ADME prediction will take place. The prediction 
results displayed contain each parameter, namely administration, distribution, metabolism, and excretion. Because the 
research being conducted wanted to know the ability of the active compounds when distributed systemically, the ADME 
parameters used must also be specific. Some of them are for the administration aspect the water solubility parameters 
(in numeric) and skin permeability (in numerical) are taken, the distribution aspect uses the human fraction unbound 
parameter (in percentage), the metabolism aspect uses the CYP2D6 parameter of substrates and inhibitors, and the 
excretion aspect uses the total clearance parameter (in numeric). Each parameter has limitations so that it is said to be 
optimal. Reviewing the administration aspect, a compound is said to be water soluble/polar and able to penetrate the 
surface of the skin/mucosa if it has a yield of less than -2. In the distribution aspect, a compound is said to be able to be 
circulated if it has a human fraction unbound value >0%. In terms of metabolism, it is said that it does not interfere with 
the metabolism of other drugs and does not interact with other drugs if it has a negative value for CYP2D6, both 
substrates and inhibitors. In the aspect of excretion if it has an excretion value >0 per minute [30,31]. 

2.2.5. Toxicity prediction test 

Toxicity tests are carried out with the help of the pkCSM website and or ToxTree. This prediction is the same as the 
PASS and ADME predictions which use the SMILES sequence or the canonical SMILES as a marker for the compound to 
be predicted. After the SMILES sequence is inputted into the column, the prediction of toxicity will take place. The 
prediction results displayed include each parameter, namely AMES toxicity, human maximum tolerated dose, lethal 
dose of 50, hepatotoxicity, and skin sensitization. Each parameter has its own requirements to be categorized as non-
toxic. A compound is categorized as non-toxic if it is negative for AMES toxicity, hepatotoxicity and skin sensitization. 
The human maximum tolerated dose and lethal dose 50 parameters aim to determine the maximum dose that the body 
can accept in units of mg/KgBB. This value can be used as a database for determining dose in in vitro and in vivo tests 
[32,33]. 

2.2.6. Molecular docking test 

The molecular docking test was carried out by uploading the test compound, comparator compound, and target protein 
to the PyRx application. After uploading, run the PyRx program to find out the results of binding affinity in units of 
kcal/mol, mode, RMSD lower bound and upper bound. A compound is said to have a tendency to form bonds with the 
target protein if it has a low binding affinity value. The lower the binding affinity value of a compound, the lower the 
energy needed to form bonds. As a result, a compound will have a high tendency to form bonds with the target protein. 
The mode parameter reflects the variation of the bonds formed. The RMSD parameter shows the level of accuracy and 
precision of the resulting predictions. In general, compounds will have a low binding affinity value and are optimum in 
the RMSD lower bound and zero upper bound modes [19,22,34,35]. After finishing the docking predicting test, the next 
step is visualization to confirm the enzymatic reaction position against the active site. Visualization of the docking 
results was carried out to profile the location, type, and number of bonds formed between the test compound and the 
target protein. The visualization process utilizes the PyMol and Biovia applications. Visualization is done by uploading 
the docked conformation that is inserted into the target protein. After that it can be known the location, type, and 
number of bonds formed [36]. 

3. Results 

3.1. Prediction of activity spectra for substances test result 

The PASS test results shown that the epigallocatechin gallate compound had a chance to be active as an anti-
inflammatory is 0.623 with a chance of being inactive to become an anti-inflammatory is 0.027. The next data regarding 
the ferulic acid compound has a chance to be active as an anti-inflammatory is 0.604 with a chance of being inactive to 
become an anti-inflammatory is 0.031. The next data regarding the chlorogenic acid compound has a chance to be active 
as an anti-inflammatory is 0.598 with a chance of being inactive to become an anti-inflammatory is 0.032. The next data 
regarding the gallic acid compound has a chance to be active as an anti-inflammatory is 0.548 with a chance of being 
inactive to become an anti-inflammatory is 0.044. The next data regarding the caffeic acid compound has a chance to be 
active as an anti-inflammatory is 0.651 with a chance of being inactive to become an anti-inflammatory is 0.023. The 
next data regarding the cianidanol compound has a chance to be active as an anti-inflammatory is 0.548 with a chance 
of being inactive to become an anti-inflammatory is 0.044. The next data regarding the epicatechin compound has a 
chance to be active as an anti-inflammatory is 0.548 with a chance of being inactive to become an anti-inflammatory is 
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0.044. The next data regarding the punicalagin compound has a chance to be active as an anti-inflammatory is 0.983 
with a chance of being inactive to become an anti-inflammatory is 0.004. The latest data regarding the mefenamic acid 
compound has a chance to be active as an anti-inflammatory is 0.644 with a chance of being inactive to become an anti-
inflammatory is 0.024. 

Table 1 Predicition of activity spectra for subtances test result of PPE active compound with control drug mefenamic 
acid.   

Compound 

PASS score anti-
inflammation aspect 

Pa Score Pi Score 

Epigallocatechin gallate 0.623 0.027 

Ferulic acid 0.604 0.031 

Chlorogenic acid 0.598 0.032 

Gallic acid 0.548 0.044 

Caffeic acid 0.651 0.023 

Cianidanol 0.548 0.044 

Epicatechin 0.548 0.044 

Punicalagin 0.893 0.004 

Mefenamic acid 0.644 0.024 

3.2. Physicochemical test result 

Table 2 Physicochemical test result of PPE active compound using Lipinski rule of five (RO5). 

Compound 
Molecular 

Mass 

Hydrogen 
Bond 

Donor 

Hydrogen 
Bond 

Acceptor 
Log P 

Molar 
Refractivity 

Druglike-
ness 

Standard ≤500 Da ≤5 ≤10 ≤5 40-130 + 

Epigallocatechin gallate 332 5 10 0.837 67.392 + 

Ferulic acid 194 2 4 0.556 45.351 + 

Chlorogenic acid 354 6* 9 1.286 78.631 + 

Gallic acid 170 4 5 -0.189 32.578 + 

Caffeic acid 180 3 4 0.031 40.737 + 

Cianidanol 290 5 6 1.093 68.131 + 

Epicatechin 290 5 6 1.093 68.131 + 

Punicalagin 312 5 6 -0.053 77.146 + 

*Value not inquire lipinski rule of five (RO5)  

The physicochemical test results showed that all compounds fulfill at least 2 parameters Lipinski's requirements 
because they had a molecular mass less or equal 500 Da, hydrogen bond donor less or equal to 5, hydrogen bond 
acceptor less or equal to 10, log P less or equal to 5, and molar refractivity between 40-130.  
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3.3. ADME prediction result 

Table 3 ADME prediction test result of PPE active compound. 

Compound 
Water 

Solubility 
Log 
MW 

Human Fraction 
Unbound (%) 

CYP2D6 Substrate & 
Inhibitor 

Total 
Clearance 

(ml/min/kg) 

Epigallocatechin 
gallate 

-2.193 2.521 83.2 Negative 67.392 

Ferulic acid -2.817 2.288 34.3 Negative 45.351 

Chlorogenic acid -2.449 2.549 65.8 Negative 78.631 

Gallic acid -2.560 2.230 61.7 Negative 32.578 

Caffeic acid -2.330 2.255 52.9 Negative 40.737 

Cianidanol -3.117 2.462 23.5 Negative 68.131 

Epicatechin -3.117 2.462 23.5 Negative 68.131 

Punicalagin -2.998 2.494 37.4 Negative 77.146 

The results of ADME predictions show the results of the parameters of each aspect consisting of administration, 
distribution, metabolism, and excretion. Each compound predicited can soluble into water that construct the major 
composition of body because have water solubility less than -2 and have a small structure of molecules because has 
value of molecular weight logaritmic less than 3. As a drug that consumed by patients and will distribute inside the body, 
all of pomegranate active compound has potential to distribute actively inside of blood stream and confirmed bu score 
of human fraction unbound more than 0. 8 of 8 active compounds also predicted can’t alteration the enzyme of CYP2D6 
that play main role in xenobiotics metabolism. All of drugs that insert over the body must have potential and ability to 
excreted out from the body. All of active compound in pomegranate peel predicted can be excreted by urinary tract 
because has more than 0 value of renal secretion in milimeter.  

3.4. Toxicity test result 

Table 4 Toxicity test result of PPE active compound.   

Compound 
AMES 

Toxicity 
Hepatotoxicity 

Human Maximum 
Tolerated Dose 

(mg/Kg BW/day) 

Skin 
Sensitization 

LOAEL Chronic 
Toxicity 

(mol/Kg 
MW/day) 

Epigallocatechin 
gallate 

Negative Negative 5.105 Negative 3.987 

Ferulic acid Negative Negative 12.078 Negative 2.065 

Chlorogenic acid Negative Negative 0.735 Negative 2.982 

Gallic acid Negative Negative 5.012 Negative 3.060 

Caffeic acid Negative Negative 13.964 Negative 2.092 

Cianidanol Negative Negative 2.742 Negative 2.500 

Epicatechin Negative Negative 2.742 Negative 2.500 

Punicalagin Negative Negative 2.742 Negative 9.877 

The toxicity test results show parameter data that will determine whether pomegranate peel extract compounds have 
toxic abilities when distributed systemically and whether they are systemic toxic. All of compounds are negative for 
AMES toxicity, so they are considered not to cause genetic mutations, have a maximum dose threshold of more than 0, 
lethal dose, and do not cause mucosal / skin irritation because they are negative for skin sensitization. 
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3.5. Molecular docking test result 

Table 5 Molecular docking test result of PPE active compound with comparative compound of arachidonic acid and 
mefenamic acid.   

Compound 

Binding Affinity (kcal/mol) 

Mode COX-1 

PDB ID 6Y3C 

COX-2  

PDB ID 5IKR 

Arachidonic acid -2.6 -3.9 0 

Mefenamic acid -3.0 -4.9 0 

Epigallocatechin gallate -2.9 -4.0 0 

Ferulic acid -3.0 -4.9 0 

Chlorogenic acid -3.2 -4.5 0 

Gallic acid -3.3 -4.5 0 

Caffeic acid -1.7 -5.0 0 

Cianidanol -2.7 -3.8 0 

Epicatechin -2.8 -3.4 0 

Punicalagin -4,0 -9.1 0 

The results of the molecular docking test determine the ability and anti-inflammatory potential of pomegranate peel 
extract compounds reviewed through their ability to inhibit COX-2 compared to comparison compounds. GA 
compounds in mode and RMSD 0 have binding affinity values of -3.4 kcal / mol, this value is not lower than celecoxib 
but lower than arachidonic acid. Cat compounds in mode and RMSD 0 have binding affinity values of -4.9 kcal/mol, this 
value is lower than celecoxib and arachidonic acid. EA compounds in mode and RMSD 0 have binding affinity values of 
-4.6 kcal / mol, this value is not lower than celecoxib but lower than arachidonic acid. 

3.6. Visualization result 
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Figure 1 Visualization of arachidonic acid (a), and mefenamic acid (b), caffeic acid (c), chlorogenic acid (d), cianidanol 
(e), epicatechin (f), epigallocatechin gallate (g), ferulic acid (h), gallic acid (i), and punicalagin (j) against COX-1 
enzyme (PDB ID 6Y3C). Different colors and lines indicate the formation of the type of bond between the test 

compound and the enzyme peptide. Light green indicates the formation of a pi-donor hydrogen bond, dark green 
indicates the formation of a van der Waals bond, red indicates the formation of an unfavorable bump bond, dark 

purple indicates the formation of a pi-sigma bond, light purple indicates the formation of a pi-pi bond, yellow indicates 
the formation of a pi-donor hydrogen bond. formation of pi-sulfur bonds, and pink indicates the formation of pi-alkyl 

bonds. 
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Figure 2 Visualization of arachidonic acid (a), and mefenamic acid (b), caffeic acid (c), chlorogenic acid (d), cianidanol 
(e), epicatechin (f), epigallocatechin gallate (g), ferulic acid (h), gallic acid (i), and punicalagin (j) against COX-2 

enzyme (PDB ID 5IKR). Different colors and lines indicate the formation of the type of bond between the test 
compound and the enzyme peptide. Light green indicates the formation of a pi-donor hydrogen bond, dark green 
indicates the formation of a van der Waals bond, red indicates the formation of an unfavorable bump bond, dark 

purple indicates the formation of a pi-sigma bond, light purple indicates the formation of a pi-pi bond, yellow indicates 
the formation of a pi-donor hydrogen bond. formation of pi-sulfur bonds, and pink indicates the formation of pi-alkyl 

bonds. 

The visualization results of molecular docking tests between the test compound and the comparison compound against 
the target protein showed identical bond locations. This is indicated by the location of the compound binding to peptides 
in the COX-1 (Figure 1) and COX-2 (Figure 2) enzyme. This result will listed in next table of peptide binding. Table 6 will 
confirm the result of binding location of each compound in pomegranate peel extract and comparation compound in 
figure 2. 

Table 6 Molecular docking test result of pomegranate active compound with comparative compound of arachidonic 
acid and mefenamic acid.   

Protein 
Target 

Compound Binding Location (Peptide) 

COX-1 

(PDB ID 
6Y3C) 

Arachidonic 
acid 

HIS 386, HIS 383, TYR 504, LEU 508, LEU 507, LEU 384, MET 522, PHE 518, TRP 
387, TYR 385, TYR 384, ILE 434, ALA 202, LEU 390, LEU 352, PHE 198 

Mefenamic acid 
TYR 385, LEU 352, HIS 386, ILE 434, LEU 390, PHE 518, LEU 508, ILE 523, GLY 
526, ILE 525, SER 521, LEU 507, LEU 384, MET 522, THP 387 

Epigallocatechin 
gallate 

VAL 447, ILE 452, HIS 386, LEU 508, ILE 434, LEU 384, TRP 387, MET 522, LEU 
507, HIS 383, ASP 450, ALA 448, TYR 504, VAL 451 

Ferulic acid 
ILE 525, GLY 526, LEU 384, PHE 529, PHE 381, PHE 210, GLU 380, ALA 378, PHE 
209, TYR 385, ASN 382, THR 206, GLN 208, HIS 207 

Chlorogenic 
acid 

PRO 505, PHE 503, HIS 383, LEU 507, LEU 508, TYR 504, VAL 451, HIS 386, MET 
522, ILE 434, LEU 384, PHE 518, TRP 387, HIS 388, TYR 385, LEU 352, TYR 348, 
ILE 517, PHE 198, LEU 390, PRO 389 

Gallic acid 
TYR 385, ILE 434, HIS 386, LEU 508, HIS 383, TYR 504, TRP 387, MET 522, VAL 
451, LEU 384, LEU 507, PHE 503 

Caffeic acid 
VAL 447, ILE 452, HIS 386, LEU 508, ILE 434, LEU 384, TYR 504, VAL 451, ALA 
448, ASP 450, HIS 383, LEU 507, MET 522, TRP 387 
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Cianidanol 
ILE 434, MET 440, HIS 386, LEU 508, MET 522, TRP 387, LEU 507, TYR 504, VAL 
451, SER 455, ILE 452, ALA 448, HIS 383, LEU 384, PHE 463, PHE 503, ILE 525, 
PRO 505, ARG 453, ASP 450 

Epicatechin 
ILE 434, TRP 387, LEU 508, LEU 384, LEU 384, HIS 386, ALA 448, VAL 449, MET 
522, VAL 447, VAL 451, TYR 504, LEU 507, PHE 463, PHE 503, HIS 383, ILE 452, 
GLU 454, ASP 450, PRO 505, GLY 506 

Punicalagin 

TYR 348, LEU 352, SER 530, PHE 529, ILE 377, PHE 519, TRP 387, PHE 331, PHE 
205, ILE 434, MET 522, LEU 384, GLY 525, TYR 385, ASN 382, PHE 210, THR 206, 
PHE 209, HIS 207, TYR 148, LYS 211, THR 212, HIS 388, TYR 504, HIS 385, HIS 
383, ILE 525, HIS 383, SER 521, PHE 503, LEU 508, LEU 507 

COX-2 

(PDB ID 
5IKR) 

Arachidonic 
acid 

LEU 531, LEU 534, CYS 540, PHE 371, ASN 537, MET 535, GLY 533, TYR 373, GLY 
536, LEU 386, ASN 375, LYS 532, GLN 374, THR 118, SER 114, LEU 117, LYS 369, 
LEU 365, TYR 115 GLN 372, PRO 363 

Mefenamic acid 
PRO 127, SER 121, PHE 371, ASP 125, SER 126, GLN 372, GLN 374, ILE 124, LYS 
532, GLY 536, TYR 373, PRO 528, PHE 529, GLY 533, ASN 375, MET 535, ASN 537, 
LEU 531, LEU 534 

Epigallocatechin 
gallate 

PRO 528, ASN 375, MET 535 TYR 373, GLY 533, GLY 536, GLN 372, GLN 374, PRO 
128, ARG 376, SER 121, THR 118, ASP 125, GLN 370, LYS 369, PRO 127, LYS 532, 
SER 126, HIS 122, ILE 124, PHE 371 

Ferulic acid 
PHE 367, LEU 366, MET 535, ASN 368, LYS 369, GLN 370, TYR 373, GLY 536, LEU 
534, ASN 537, LEU 531, PHE 371, CYS 540, LEU 117 

Chlorogenic 
acid 

LEU 366, MET 535, CYS 540, ASN 537, GLY 536, LYS 532, PHE 371, LEU 117, GLN 
374, LYS 369, THR 118, LEU 534, TYR 373, GLN 372, LEU 531, ASN 375, GLY 533, 
PHE 361, PHE 367, ILE 341, SER 541, VAL 538, PRO 127, ILE 539 

Gallic acid 
SER 114, LEU 365, LYS 369, THR 118, ASN 368, PHE 367, GLN 370, LEU 366, TYR 
373, PHE 371, MET 535, LEU 117, CYS 540 

Caffeic acid 
TYR 373, HIS 122, GLY 536, GLN 370, GLN 372, SER 126, GLN 374, LYS 532, PHE 
371, SER 121, ILE 124, ASN 375 

Cianidanol 
GLN 370, PHE 371, SER 121, ILE 124, ASP 125, HIS 122, LYS 532, ASN  375, GLN 
372, SER 126, PRO 128, PRO 542, GLN 374, PRO 127, ARG 376 

Epicatechin 
ARG 376, GL 374, PRO 127, GLN 372, PRO 542, PRO 128, SER 126, HIS 122, ASN 
375, LYS 532, SER 121, GLN 370, ASP 125, ILE 124, PHE 371 

Punicalagin 

PHE 367, ARG 61, LYS 546, TRP 545, TYR 373, CYS 540, GLN 370, LYS 137, THR 
129, PRO 542, ALA 543, SER 541, TYR 544, VAL 538, GLN 372, PHE 371, SER 126, 
PRO 127, THR 118, SER 121, GLN 374, SER 119, LEU 117, LYYS 512, ASP 125, PRO 
128, PHE 142, VAL 116, ARG 120, PRO 528, LEU 531, ASN 375, GLY 536, GLY 533, 
HIS 122, ILE 124, LEU 123, THR 149, ARG 376, 

 

4. Discussion 

To knowing the potential of pomegranate peel extract as anti-inflammatory agent, it is necessary to conduct two main 
analyses of correlated potential. The potential to be analyzed includes the ability of the active compounds of 
pomegranate peel extract to be applied systemically and the anti-inflammatory ability of the active compounds of 
pomegranate peel extract in inhibiting COX-1 and COX-2. The ability of a drug to be distributed systemically must meet 
several aspects including being able to be absorbed by the surface that will deliver the drug, drug compounds must be 
designed so that the size of the molecule is able to penetrate and diffuse passively into the layers of the body. Reviewed 
in silico, this can utilize several tests including physicochemical tests, specific ADME predictions to map pomegranate 
peel extract compounds so that they can be absorbed, and toxicity tests that also specifically predict the sensitization of 
pomegranate peel extract compounds when applied systemically [37,38]. 
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The ability of the active compounds of pomegranate peel extract to be applied systemically can be reviewed from the 
results of physicochemical test prediction, ADME prediction, and toxicity tests. Physicochemical tests (Table 2) can 
classify an active compound as drug-like or non-drug-like. The active compound of pomegranate peel extract has a 
molecular mass of less than or equal to 500 dalton. This shows that all eight active compounds pass the mass parameter 
of the Lipinski molecule. This can predict that all compounds are able to penetrate the somatic cell membrane because 
the molecular size is not too complex / large comparing to membrane cell of somatic cell. Reviewing the next 
parameters, the active compound of pomegranate peel extract has donor and acceptor hydrogen bonds that are 
respectively less than equal to 5 and 10. The value indicates that the active compound of pomegranate peel extract has 
a good ability to be distributed by passive diffusion to the target [27–29]. The fourth parameter is log P. This parameter 
reflects that compounds less than 5 have good polarity properties so that they can be flowed into blood plasma and 
classified as polar drug/ soluble compound in water solution. This parameter is urgent to detected at in silico test 
because the main component of whole body is water especially in blood plasm. The active compound of pomegranate 
peel extract has Log P values of less than 5. This value reflects that the active compound of pomegranate peel extract 
has good polar properties so that it can dissolve and be circulated throughout the body through blood vessels and 
delivered inside the somatic cell. The last physicochemical parameter is molar refractivity. This parameter reflects that 
compounds that have values between 40-130 are able to maintain the position and location of the bond with the target 
protein. The active compound of pomegranate peel extract is able to maintain the position and location of the bond with 
the target protein because it has a molar refractivity value between 40-130. This may indicate that all compounds are 
able to maintain the strength and binding position of the target protein. Of the five physicochemical test parameters, it 
can be categorized that all active compounds of pomegranate peel extract have drug-like characteristics because they 
meet at least 2 predetermined parameters [27,35,39]. 

After predicted the drug-likeness characteristic of the active compound of pomegranate peel extract, we should know 
the ADME aspect of it. ADME prediction plays an important role in determining whether the active compounds of 
pomegranate peel extract can be applied systemically (Table 3). From this predicting test can be analyzed 4 main aspects 
containing aspects of administration, distribution, metabolism, and excretion. Looking from the administrative aspect, 
the active compound of pomegranate peel extract has water solubility values of less than -2. A compound will be able to 
dissolve in water if it has a water solubility value lower than -2. From the results of the administrative aspect, the active 
compound of pomegranate peel extract is able to dissolve in water solvents so that it can be circulated throughout the 
body where the majority is composed of water and is easy to distribute. The next parameter is skin permeability. This 
parameter can indicate that a compound can be distributed topically through the skin. However, the mucosal structure 
in the oral cavity has a structure that is not the same as the histological structure of adnexal skin in general and more 
complex than the skin structure. In addition to its different histological structure, the density of the diameter of the 
pores of the oral mucosa (Log Kow <0.5) has the narrowest pore diameter value compared to mucosal pores (Log Kow 
~0.5) or skin in general (Log Kow ~0.7-0.8). Therefore, a compound that can be predicted to diffuse passively to enter 
through the oral mucosa is a compound with a value of MW <300 Da. Compounds that have MW <300 Da (Log MW <3) 
have excellent hydrophilic properties and have an optimal Log P value of less than 5. The pomegranate peel extract 
compound has MW log values less than 3. This value is categorized as still included in the threshold range of MW log 
values, a compound that is able to penetrate the mucous membrane of the oral cavity or through digestive membrane 
[30,40]. 

The next parameter is human fraction unbound or known as HFU. These parameters reflect compounds that can 
circulate in blood plasma freely and can be distributed towards destination tissues and produce therapeutics. Generally, 
all drug compounds consumed by humans will be bound by plasma proteins in the blood which will later form an 
inactive formation called drug plasma binding protein. This HFU value is the mathematical result of the ratio between 
the active/unbound fraction of plasma proteins with the total number of doses consumed in the range of 0 to 1. The 
greater the HFU value or the closer to 1, the more drug fractions that are active and can be distributed to the target so 
that they can cause pharmacological and therapeutic effects. From the results of pharmacokinetic analysis of HFU 
known that all of pomegranate peel extract has active formation more than 23% in range 23.5%-83.2% partitions are 
predicted to be active compounds and able to cause pharmacological responses [41–44]. The next parameter is CYP2D6. 
Normally, the body will metabolize drugs that enter the body through xenobiotic metabolic mechanisms. Xenobiotic 
metabolism is played by cytochrome P450 enzymes. In bioinformatic database, this cytochrome enzyme is replaced by 
CYP2D6. Ensuring that a test active compound has a negative value for the substrate or inhibitor against CYP2D6 is to 
avoid interactions between drugs and reduce the possibility that the drug will not be converted to inactive and excreted 
by the body. All of pomegranate peel extract compounds have negative values against CYP2D6 which means that these 
active compounds are predicted not to interfere with xenobiotic metabolism and interact with other drugs. The last 
parameter is excretion. In addition, through prediction pkCSM is also able to predict the rate of excretion of active 
compounds absorbed by the body. This parameter aims to determine the rate of excretion while ensuring that the active 
compounds consumed are not trapped in the body. Based on data obtained from the database, gallic acid, catechin, and 
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ellagic acid compounds will be excreted from the body through urine with successive excretion rates more than 0 
ml/minute [41,45,46].  

As similar as another drug, the existing herbal medicine candidates must confirmed that their ability is not giving a toxic 
effect against body. These concern can confirmed by do the toxicity predicting at in silico test. From the results of pkCSM 
analysis regarding toxicity aspects (Table 4), it was found that the three active compounds of pomegranate peel extract 
gave negative results for AMES toxicity. AMES toxicity is a state of cellular mutation caused by the activity of chemicals 
in the body. If a compound is said to be positive for AMES toxicity, then the compound when consumed and in the body 
will be a mutation factor and trigger mutations [47]. Similar with another drugs, the drug that has herbal medicine-
based must been converted into a inactive form before it excreted from the body. Liver is one of several organs that play 
main role as xenobiotic metabolism against the drugs. We expected that the herbal medicine drugs that entered the 
body is not give a toxic activity against hepatic cell, and it will confirmed through hepatotoxicity parameter. All of 
pomegranate peel extract compound have a negative value of hepatotoxicity. From these result it shown that all 
compound doesn’t give a toxic activity against the hepatic cell when metabolism at the liver. The next parameter is the 
human maximum tolerated dose. Dose is the quantity of a compound that researchers use to become a drug and will 
eventually be consumed by humans. The benefit of knowing the dosage threshold is to determine the therapeutic dose 
of a drug compound so that it does not become a toxic dose for the body. All of pomegranate peel extract compounds 
showed maximum tolerated dose values of more than 0 mg/Kg BW per day. From this information it will be able to be 
the basis for determining therapeutic doses, drug use doses, and lethal doses before in vitro and in vivo analysis [48]. 
As linear with our research purposes to developing and know the potential of pomegranate peel extract as anti-
inflammatory drug candidate, we also analyze the predicting of skin sensitization of each compound. This parameter is 
urgent because we don’t want when pomegranate peel extract applied on the oral mucosa will gave the effect of 
irritation like dermatitis contact allergic. All of pomegranate peel extract have negative result of skin sensitization. It 
shown that all compound not irritating oral mucosa when applied on it [49].  

After we predicting all of part in distribution aspect, we will discussing about the ability of pomegranate peel extract as 
anti-inflammatory agent. First of all we need to predicting the probability of each compound active as anti-inflammatory 
drugs biocomputationally by PASS predicting. PASS software allows estimating the probability profile of biological 
activity based on the structural formula of drug-like organic compounds. Estimates are based on analysis of structure-
activity relationships for training sequences of compounds with known biological activity. Biological activity is 
qualitatively considered as active or inactive in the PASS program. The PASS algorithm models the classification of 
structure-activity relationships based on training sets with known biological structures and activities of known 
pharmaceutical agents. The results of the PASS prediction are presented as a ranking list of various biological activities 
with calculated probabilities Pa ("becoming active") and Pi ("becoming inactive") [25,26].  

The values of Pa and Pi vary between 0.000 and 1.000. A compound is considered experimentally active with Pa>Pi. A 
Pa>0.7 value reflects that a test compound has a very high chance of being active against a biological activity. A value of 
0.5<Pa<0.7 reflects a good probability of experimental pharmacological action. If the value of Pa<0.3, the chance of 
finding activity experimentally is smaller, but may indicate the chance of finding a new compound. Based on PASS 
prediction result (Table 1), from that result shown that 1 from 8 compound has very high chance active as anti-
inflammatory activity by punicalagin because it has Pa value more than 0.7 (0.893). 7 of 8 compound of pomegranate 
peel extract predicted has good probability active as anti-inflammatory agent because it has Pa score more than 0.5 but 
still less than 0.7 and has Pi value less than 0.3. This prediction is confirmed by our comparation drugs (mefenamic 
acid). We know that mefenamic acid is one of anti-inflammatory drugs non steroid classes (NSAIDs). The ability of 
mefenamic acid actively as anti-inflammatory drug is confirmed by Pa value more than 0.5 and categorized as good 
probability active as anti-inflammatory drugs. This shows that major active compounds in pomegranate peel extract 
have the potential to be active as anti-inflammatory compounds with the greatest chance of active compounds equal or 
better than mefenamic acid [26,50]. 

The result of PASS prediction is confirming by molecular docking test. Based on the results of molecular docking tests 
results by inhibiting COX-1 and COX-2 enzyme (Table 5). One of cardinal symptomp of inflammatory conditions is pain. 
Pain is one of discomfort sensation that regulated by the body to shown there is a tissue injury and tissue destruction 
caused of pathological condition. Pathogenesis of pain played role by one of inducible enzyme namely COX-1. Several 
drug can used for inhibit the COX-1 activity to convert arachidonic acid to prostaglandin E2 (PGE2). This study shown 
that main active compound of pomegranate peel extract has ability to inhibit COX-1 activity. This statement is approved 
by the result of several main compound has binding affinity equal or lower than the comparation compound 
(arachidonic acid and mefenamic acid). That several compound is ferulic acid has binding affinity -3.0 kcal/mol, 
chlorogenic acid -3.2 kcal/mol, gallic acid -3.3 kcal/mol, and punicalagin -4.0 kcal/mol. 4 of 8 compounds mentioned 
before has binding affinity equal and also lower than arachidonic acid and mefenamic acid that indicates that compound 
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are able to precede arachidonic acid in forming bonds with COX-1 than mefenamic acid and arachidonic acid. The other 
4 compounds has higher binding affinity than arachidonic acid and/or mefenamic acid. Epigallocatechin gallate has 
binding affinity of -2.9 kcal/mol, cianidanol -2.7 kcal/mol, epicatechin -2.8 kcal/mol. This value is shown that 3 
compounds mentioned before is has binding ability to inhibit COX-1 better than arachidonic acid but not good ass 
mefenamic acid. The term “better” have meaning of that compounds will make a binding formation as soon as possible 
when it compared to arachidonic acid. So when the active site of COX-1 is inhibited by that compound, arachidonic acid 
can’t to bind and can’t to convert to PGE2 formation.  The lowest activity to inhibit COX-1 is caffeic acid. Caffeic acid has 
binding affinity value of -1.7 kcal/mol. This value shown that caffeic acid can’t preceded to make an inhibition form at 
active site of COX-1 than arachidonic acid and mefenamic acid. This phenomenon is causing by higher number of binding 
affinity value. The binding affinity value is predicting value of energy that used when the protein make a binding 
formation with the micro molecule/ligands. The body will choose the reaction way with the lower energy needed to 
prevent over-used ATP. 

In addition to the COX-1 enzyme, there is another cyclooxygenase enzyme that plays a role in the inflammatory process, 
namely the COX-2 enzyme. COX-2 enzyme is one of the enzymes that plays an important role in the production of PGE2 
in inflammatory processes that trigger inflammatory cascades such as immunocompetent cell recruitment, oedema, and 
trigger the production of pro-inflammatory cytokines. Similar to the COX-1 enzyme, this enzyme works by converting 
arachidonic acid compounds into PGE2. The inhibitory ability possessed by pomegranate peel extract is also shown by 
the binding affinity value of each active compound against the COX-2 enzyme which will be compared with arachidonic 
acid and mefenamic acid compounds. The results showed that there were 3 out of 8 dominant compounds of 
pomegranate peel extract that had the ability to inhibit the active site of COX-2 better than the two comparison 
compounds. These compounds are ferulic acid compounds with binding affinity values of -4.9 kcal/mol, caffeic acid -5.0 
kcal/mol, and punicalagin -9.1 kcal/mol. This value reflects that the energy required to form a bond between the ligand 
and the active site of the COX-2 protein is likely to be very low compared to the energy required by the COX-2 enzyme 
to form a bond with arachidonic acid and mefenamic acid compounds. So that the three compounds will be able to form 
an inhibitory conformation with the active site of COX-2. However, other compounds turned out to have lower anti-
inflammatory abilities compared to the anti-inflammatory abilities of mefenamic acid but still have anti-inflammatory 
abilities because they are better than arachidonic acid control. The compound is epigallocatechin gallate with binding 
affinity value of -4.0 kcal/mol, chlorogenic acid -4.5 kcal/mol, and gallic acid -4.5 kcal/mol. Based on their binding 
affinity value, the three compounds showed that they still have anti-inflammatory ability through COX-2 active site 
inhibition because they have the ability to form barriers ahead of the native ligand compound arachidonic acid, but their 
anti-inflammatory ability is not better than the gold standard compound of mefenamic acid. However, there are 2 
compounds out of 8 predominant compounds of pomegranate peel extract have poor inhibitory ability compared to the 
two comparison compounds. The two compounds are cianidanol with binding affinity -3.8 kcal/mol and epicatechin -
3.4 kcal/mol. The higher binding affinity value compared to the comparison compounds arachidonic acid and 
mefenamic acid makes the two compounds mentioned earlier unable to precede mefenamic acid and arachidonic acid 
in inhibiting the active site of COX-2. So that makes both compounds have a low tendency to inhibit and are predicted 
to be unable to provide anti-inflammatory or weak effects. In addition to reviewing affinity values, RMSD values also 
need to be considered. The lower bound and upper bound RMSD values reflect that the test compounds that are 
predicted in silico are close to the data to be obtained in the laboratory and the accuracy is higher if these two RMSD 
values are close to 0. Both mefenamic acid, arachidonic acid, and all pomegranate peel extract compounds have lower 
and upper bound RMSD values of 0 indicating that their accuracy of docking prediction is high and similar with 
laboratory result [19,22,34,51–53]. 

Based on the results of molecular docking test visualization, all of pomegranate peel extract have similar molecular 
activity with comparison compounds because of the location of the identical binding to peptides in the COX-1 and COX-
2 enzyme so that it has good anti-inflammatory abilities (Table 6). Regarding in COX-1 enzyme active site, the test and 
comparison compounds/ligand have the same bond location in LEU 384 (Leucine 384). This prediction is accuracy 
because regarding to the biological databases of active site of COX-1 protein is on peptide 384th. All of binding predicting 
in COX-1 enzyme on point on their active site. In line with the prediction results for COX-1, molecular docking results 
from the active compound pomegranate peel extract and comparison compounds against the COX-2 enzyme also 
showed identical binding locations in peptide PHE 371 (Phenylalanine 371). This is in line with a biological database 
that maps that the active site location of the COX-2 PDB ID 5IKR enzyme is at peptide 371. This also indicates that all 
compounds above previously have the correct binding location at the active site. Inhibition of the active sites of both 
enzymes that play an important role in the inflammatory process will lead to a decrease in the bioconversion process 
of arachidonic acid into PGE2. As mentioned earlier, PGE2 is one of the most powerful pro-inflammatory mediators in 
the process of metabolizing immunocompetent cells. With a decrease in PGE2 levels in the inflamed tissue, the 
prolonged (chronic) inflammatory process will be stopped immediately to prevent unexpected excess damage to 
normal tissues. Through this research, it was able to show that herbal medicine made from pomegranate peel extract 
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has a good prediction of its ability to trigger anti-inflammatory activity as well as synthetic chemical drug compounds 
that have been widely used. The results of this research can be a predictive reference for further research on the 
potential of herbal medicine, especially in the field of dentistry. [21,36,54–57]. 

5. Conclusion 

The main active compounds from pomegranate peel extract are predicted to have good anti-inflammatory abilities 
against COX-1 and COX-2 enzymes with the best compounds in anti-inflammatory abilities are ferulic acid and 
punicalagin compounds. In addition, through these studies it can be predicted that the compound can be distributed 
systemically. In the future, researchers hope that this research can be developed comprehensively in vitro and in vivo.   
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